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Abstract Thellier-type experiments are the most widely applied approaches for determining the absolute paleointensities of Earth’s magnetic ﬁeld. One major problem, however, is that specimens are prone to
thermal alteration due to the intensive thermal treatment during experiments. Linear Arai plots with acceptable partial thermal remanent magnetization (pTRM) checks have been considered as evidence for the
absence of or negligible effects of thermal alteration and as reliable indicators of high-quality paleointensity
estimates. However, by simulating the Coe variant of the Thellier method on assemblages of single domain
(SD) magnetite particles, it is demonstrated that new magnetic minerals, which form during thermal treatments, can result in linear, concave-up, or concave-down Arai plots depending on the magnetic properties
of both the primary and secondary magnetic phases. Among this range of behavior, pseudoideal Arai plots,
which are linear with acceptable pTRM check statistics, would lead to paleointensity underestimates. It is
further demonstrated that pTRM checks are proportional to the degree of underestimate with a magnetic
granulometry dependency for SD particles. Due to the complexity of this dependency, pTRM check statistics
are only comparable when specimens have similar magnetic properties. This suggests that a universal
threshold for pTRM check statistics is not likely to be effective. Since the criteria of linearity and low pTRM
check statistics are insufﬁcient to guarantee the ﬁdelity of the estimates auxiliary rock magnetic methods
such as temperature-dependent hysteresis parameters and anhysteretic remanent magnetization are highly
recommended to identify the presence of alteration.

1. Introduction
Absolute paleointensity data of Earth’s magnetic ﬁeld play an increasingly important role in exploring the
evolution of Earth’s interior [e.g., Smirnov et al., 2003; Tarduno et al., 2010]. Obtaining reliable paleointensity
data is difﬁcult because the experiments are time consuming and typically have a low success rate. The failure of paleointensity experiments can be caused by nonuniform magnetization in large magnetic grains
[e.g., Levi, 1977], thermal alteration induced by heating during the laboratory experiment [e.g., Coe, 1967;
Kosterov and Prevot, 1998], contamination of the natural remanent magnetization (NRM) by viscous or chemical remanent magnetizations [e.g., Draeger et al., 2006], or magnetic interactions between grains [e.g., Wehland et al., 2005].
Thellier-type double heating experiments are the most commonly used paleointensity methods [Koenigsberger, 1936; Thellier and Thellier, 1959; Coe, 1967; Aitken et al., 1988; Tauxe and Staudigel, 2004; Yu et al.,
2004]. These methods rely on Neel’s theory of thermal remanent magnetization (TRM) for single domain
(SD) grains [Neel, 1949], which states that the TRM acquired by an assemblage of noninteracting SD magnetic particles is, to ﬁrst approximation, linearly proportional to the weak applied ﬁelds (i.e., ﬁeld strengths
on the order of Earth’s magnetic ﬁeld). Thellier and Thellier [1959] designed a stepwise heating procedure
based on the fact that the magnetic assemblages within natural specimens often have a wide range of
unblocking temperatures (Tub) above which SD particles become superparamagnetic and lose their remanence. In a Thellier-Thellier experiment, the NRM of a specimen is progressively replaced by a laboratory
partial TRM (pTRM) that is imparted in a known ﬁeld (Blab). Linearity of TRM acquisition with the applied ﬁeld
allows the strength of the ancient ﬁeld (Banc) to be estimated by:
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It is common practice to plot the data on an Arai plot [Nagata et al., 1963] where NRM remaining and pTRM
gained after each step are compared. For a hypothetical ideal paleointensity specimen, which consists of
thermally stable noninteracting SD particles, a best ﬁt linear line can be ﬁtted to any portion of the Arai plot
and will yield a slope equivalent to the ratio of Banc to Blab. When the bulk magnetic properties of a specimen change, such as may occur if the magnetic mineralogy chemically alters during laboratory heating, the
linearity of the Arai plot may not be preserved [e.g., Tauxe and Love, 2003]. Several studies, however, have
demonstrated that alteration can sometime only affect part of an Arai plot and that a portion can remain
linear even in the presence of laboratory alteration [e.g., Prevot et al., 1983; Kono, 1987]. To detect such a situation, the pTRM check, a repeat remagnetization step, has been adopted as a standard test to monitor
alteration in all thermal paleointensity experiments [Prevot et al., 1983]. The pTRM check is designed to identify changes in the ability of a specimen to acquire pTRM in blocking temperature (Tb) ranges below the
temperature of the check and was ﬁrst proposed by Thellier and Thellier [1959], who involved a repeat check
to the same temperature as the experiment progressed. In its modern form [Prevot et al., 1985], the pTRM
check is performed in ‘‘sliding-window’’ fashion whereby the temperature at which the check is performed
increases as the experiment progresses. In the framework of a Coe protocol experiment [Coe, 1967], the ﬁrst
in-ﬁeld heating step in the original Thellier-Thellier method is replaced by a zero-ﬁeld demagnetization
step, which allows the NRM remaining to be directly measured rather than calculated via vector arithmetic.
The basic operational sequence at each step (Tj) is as follows: ﬁrst, the total magnetization (the sum of
remaining NRM and any previously imparted TRM) with Tub < Tj is erased by heating and cooling a specimen between room temperature (T0) and Tj in zero-ﬁeld, after which the remaining NRM is measured at T0.
Second, pTRM(T0,Tj) is acquired by reheating the specimen to Tj and cooling it to T0 in ﬁeld. When a pTRM
check is required, a pTRM is imparted to a lower temperature, say Ti, after the NRM demagnetization to Tj,
0
but before pTRM(T0,Tj) is acquired. Such a check is referred to as pTRM j(T0,Ti) hereafter.
0

The scalar difference between pTRM j(T0,Ti) and pTRM(T0,Ti) is used in a broad range of statistics to quantify
the reliability of the data obtained [see the Standard Paleointensity Deﬁnitions (SPD) for a complete listing;
Paterson et al., 2014]. Generally speaking, a smaller pTRM check difference is considered as indicative of
higher quality data. Typical critical thresholds used for data selection, however, are deﬁned in a somewhat
arbitrarily fashion and lack a solid theoretical basis. From a practical point of view, the thresholds should
not be too strict otherwise ideal specimens, which are subject to ever present experimental noise, will be
rejected [e.g., Paterson et al., 2012; Paterson, 2013]. On the other hand, signiﬁcant errors in paleointensity
estimates could be introduced if the critical thresholds are too tolerant. Reﬁning our understanding of how
magnetomineralogical alteration manifests in paleointensity data is an important step to asserting the ﬁdelity of the data obtained.
In this study, we present a new model based on Neel theory [Neel, 1949] to investigate the formation of
new magnetic phases during the heating required in a Coe paleointensity experiment. We use the model to
investigate how newly formed magnetic particles change the pTRM spectrum of a specimen and thus affect
the Arai plot behavior. We also quantify the degree of secondary magnetic phase formation that is required
to maintain linear Arai plots and relate the resultant paleointensity estimates to the corresponding pTRM
checks to assess the reliability of these checks.

2. Paleointensity Theory for a Coe Protocol Simulation
el Theory
2.1. Ne
From Neel’s theory of magnetism [Neel, 1949], the magnetic relaxation time (s) for noninteracting uniaxial
SD magnetic grains is given by:



Eb
;
s5s0 exp
kB T

(1)

where s0 is the characteristic time of thermal ﬂuctuations (s0  1029 s), kB is the Boltzmann constant
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(kB 5 1.38 3 10223 J/K), T is the temperature, and Eb is the energy barrier inhibiting changes in the magnetization. The energy barrier to coherent rotation of magnetizations in SD grains is given by:
1
j~
B0j
Eb ðTÞ5 VMs ðT ÞBk ðT Þ 12
2
B k ðT Þ

!2
(2)

;

where Ms is the saturation magnetization, Bk (5 l0Hk) is the microscopic coercivity, V is the grain volume,
and ~
B 0 is the applied ﬁeld. Using the weak ﬁeld approximation, when j~
B 0 j<< Bk, equation (2) can be simpliﬁed to:
1
Eb ðTÞ5 VMs ðT ÞBk ðT Þ:
2

(3)

The energy barrier of a particle prevents its magnetization from disordering over time scales less than the
relaxation time. As the temperature decreases, a magnetic particle will experience less thermal agitation,
and the height of the energy barrier will increase due to increased Ms and Bk. The net effect is that relaxation time will become longer and at a critical temperature, known as the blocking temperature, the relaxation time will become much longer than the typical laboratory measurement time scale (sm) and the
magnetization of the grain will become locked in. For a given time scale of sm, the blocking temperature
(Tb) of a particle with Ms(T0) and Bk(T0) is:
Tb
VMs ðT0 ÞBk ðT0 Þ
j~
B0j
 
5
12
2
Bk ðT0 ÞbðTb Þ
b ðT Þ
2kB ln sm

!2
(4)

;

s0

€
where T0 is room temperature and b(T)  Ms(T)/Ms(T0) [Dunlop and Ozdemir,
1997]. From this Tb can be
numerically solved.
TRM is acquired by a magnetic grain when it cools down through its Tb in the presence of a magnetic ﬁeld.
For an assemblage of randomly oriented identical SD grains with dominant uniaxial anisotropy, the TRM at
temperature T (<Tb) can be expressed by:
!
Ms ðTb ÞVj~
B0j
Mtr ðT Þ5Mrs ðT Þ tanh
;
kB T b

(5)

€
where Mrs(T) is the saturation remanent magnetization at T [Dunlop and Ozdemir,
1997]. Conversely, a particle can be demagnetized as it is heated in zero-ﬁeld above its Tub for a period of time longer than its relaxation time. In the strictest sense, since unblocking occurs in zero-ﬁeld, but blocking occurs in an applied
ﬁeld, Tub 6¼ Tb. This temperature difference, however, is small (typically <2 C) and for paleointensity experi€
ments, has a negligible effect [McClelland and Briden, 1996; Dunlop and Ozdemir,
1997; Paterson et al., 2012].

2.2. Simulation of Coe-Type Protocol Experiments
In natural specimens, magnetic particles consist of grains with various volumes and coercivities. Let f(T),
g(V), and h(Bk) represent the distributions of blocking temperature, grain size, and coercivity, respectively.
These distributions can be related as follows:
ð

f ðT ÞdT5
T<TC

ð ð

gðV ÞhðBk ÞdVdBk 51:

(6)

V Bk

Microscopic coercivity, however, also depends on the shape of particles. Elongated magnetite particles
have much larger Bk than spherical particles with the same volume. Even if the aspect ratios are identical,
€
smaller particles have smaller effective coercivities due to thermal agitation [Dunlop and Ozdemir,
1997].
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Thus, h(Bk) is also a function of g(V). For simplicity,
we model uniaxial grains with a constant Bk of 60
mT, which is equivalent to a length to width ratio of
1:1.3. In this case, equation (6) becomes:
ð

ð
f ðT ÞdT5 gðV ÞdV51:
T<TC

(7)

V

With this approximation, Tb only depends on the
volume of the particles (Figure 1) (i.e., Tb 5 Tb(V)),
thus Tb can be converted to blocking volume
(Vb), which is the SP/SD threshold at Tb. We note
that a specimen’s Tb spectrum is the main factor
controlling its Arai plot behavior. Tb spectra, however, are nonunique and the same spectrum can
Figure 1. Relationship between blocking temperature and grain
be derived from differing combinations of distribsize for SD magnetite (Bk 5 60 mT). The strength of ambient maguted or ﬁxed volumes or coercivities. By choosing
netic ﬁeld is set to be 100 lT. The dashed line indicates the Curie
a ﬁxed Bk, we simplify the modeling process by
temperature of magnetite.
having only one variable, volume. This simpliﬁcation does not change the overall results of our simulations since the equivalent Tb spectra that we
model can be derived from alternative volume or coercivity values.
The pTRM, pTRM(T0,Ti), is the sum of all partial TRMs carried by particles with Tb < Ti, or V < Vb(Ti), where
Vb(Ti) is the blocking volume at Ti. NRM carried by SD particles with V < Vb(Ti) can be demagnetized up to Ti,
but is similarly remagnetized by in-ﬁeld heating and cooling to Ti, which can be described by:

pTRMðT0 ; Ti Þ5

ð Vb ðTi Þ

gðV ÞMtr ðT0 ; V ÞVdV;

(8)

Vb ð T0 Þ

where Mtr ðT0 ; VÞ5Mrs ðT0 Þtanh





Ms ðTb ÞVj~
B0j
kB Tb

and Tb itself is also a function of V.

This description of pTRM gained is also valid for pTRM acquisition during check steps. A pTRM check can
then be deﬁned as the scalar difference between the original pTRM and the check (pTRM0 ):
0

dpTRMi;j 5pTRMj ðT0 ; Ti Þ2pTRMðT0 ; Ti Þ;

(9)

This raw value, however, is not used to select data directly and is typically normalized by one of a range of
other statistics. Some of the common methods of normalizing dpTRMi,j are introduced in section 4, but
details are given in SPD [Paterson et al., 2014].
For natural specimens, it is reasonable to assume that the magnetic particle volume distribution can be represented by a lognormal distribution [Worm, 1998]:
!
1
ðln V2lÞ2
gðV; l; rÞ5 pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ exp 2
;
2r2
2prV

(10)

where l and r are the location and scale parameters, respectively. These correspond to the mean and
standard deviation of the underlying normal distribution. We use this type of grain size distribution (GSD) in
the model.
2.3. Neoformation of Magnetic Particles
Newly formed magnetic phases are often considered responsible for increases in a specimen’s pTRM
capacity [e.g., Prevot et al., 1983, 1985]. One possible source of neoformation is clay minerals that can form
through the weathering igneous rocks [e.g., Zhou et al., 2001]. Iron-bearing clay minerals are susceptible to
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thermal alteration that can produce magnetic
phases that result in magnetic enhancement [e.g.,
Zhang et al., 2012]. The models that we present
here focus on these types of alteration mechanisms, whereby new magnetic minerals form without affecting the primary minerals.

Figure 2. Schematic of the TRM acquisition of the alteration
model. The horizontal axis indicates the peak temperature of the
experiment (Tex). The vertical axis represents the blocking temperature (Tb). Both are normalized by Curie temperature (Tc). SD particles stay blocked (horizontal dashed lines) when Tex < min(Tb).
As Tex increases, particles are gradually activated (indicated by the
solid diagonal line) and entirely unblock at Tex 5 max(Tb_pri), thus
Tb does not increase any more (solid horizontal lines). Black and
red lines represent the primary and secondary components,
respectively. The vertical dashed line indicates the formation temperature (Tf_low) of a secondary phase that is formed in the
blocked state. The vertical solid line indicates the presence of an
unblocking secondary phase at Tf_high. The illustrated secondary
phases start to acquire pTRM when Tex  min(Tb_sec) and the secondary pTRM reaches the maximum when Tex 5 max(Tb_sec). The
slope of the Arai plot is affected between min(Tb_sec) and max(Tb_sec). TRM contributions from the primary and secondary components are indicated by gray and red shaded areas, respectively.
The red region is superimposed on the gray one.

Our simulations are restricted to the Coe paleointensity protocol [Coe, 1967]. To simplify the modeling, we focus on the ﬁrst order effects of the
neoformation on the paleointensity estimation and
make the following assumptions to avoid possible
situations that involve CRM and TCRM: (1) the primary magnetic minerals (PMMs) are not subject to
chemical alteration since they have been relatively
stabilized during geological time compared with
the newly formed secondary magnetic minerals
(SMMs); (2) the SMMs, if any, are only formed during ﬁrst heating-cooling cycle, which is in zero-ﬁeld
so that particles are formed without acquiring a
CRM or TCRM; (3) the SMMs are allowed to further
alter only at temperatures higher than their formation temperature (Tf), and any further alteration is
also restricted to the zero-ﬁeld steps; (4) it is
assumed that any pTRM carried by the SMMs is
thermally demagnetized before additional growth
and therefore no TCRM is acquired. Under these
assumptions, the (un)blocking temperature spectra
of the PMMs are independent of the neoformation
of the SMMs. Therefore, the total TRM gained is the
linear sum of the TRMs carried by the PMMs and
SMMs.

The basic concept of the model is schematically demonstrated in Figure 2. PMMs, indicated in black, do not
gain TRM while blocked (dashed line) until the experimental temperature (Tex) exceeds the minimum Tb of
the PMMs (Tb_pri_min). The NRM is then gradually replaced by TRM until all PMMs unblock at Tb_pri_max. This
process is indicated by the black shaded area under the solid line. SMMs (indicated in red) produced at Tf
on the other hand, are blocked (horizontal dashed line) until Tex > max(Tf, Tb_sec). Notice that the condition
of Tf > Tb_sec means that SMMs are formed in an unblocked state, thus are capable of acquiring remanence.
As the experiment progresses to higher Tex’s, the SMMs continue to acquire TRM, which reaches a maximum when Tex  Tb_sec_max. This is indicated by the shaded area under the solid line.
For simplicity, we assume that the newly formed magnetic particles have the same Bk as that of the
PMMs, whereby the Tb spectra of both PMMs and SMMs are entirely controlled by the GSDs (equation
(7)). The progressive formation of new magnetite particles can therefore be simulated by progressively
adjusting the GSD of the SMMs. If we further assume that the GSD of the SMMs formed at each step
also follows the log-normal distribution (g(V;l,r)), which can be represented by three parameters: concentration (c is the ratio of the number of new magnetic grains to the number of primary magnetic
grains, i.e., c 5 1 for the GSD of the PMMs), location (l, which corresponds to a median volume of
exp(l)), and shape (r, which control the width of the distribution; cf., equation (10)). For example, at the
ith step of the paleointensity experiment, the GSD of the SMMs is described as cigi(V;li,ri). ci 5 0 when
neoformation is absent.
There are numerous growth scenarios that the SMMs could undergo after formation. We focus on two
representative possibilities termed as the static-accumulation model and the dynamic-growth model,
respectively. The static-accumulation model states that particles formed at Ti remain stable through all subsequent steps. Therefore, SMMs that form at Ti are independent of those that form during other heating
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steps. In this sense the GSD of the bulk specimen (PMMs 1 SMMs) can be described as a sum, whereby the
effective GSD at Ti, g*(V,Ti), is described by:
i

 X
g ðV; Ti Þ5gpri V; lpri ; rpri 1
ck  gk ðV; lk ; rk Þ ;

i50; 1; 2; :::

(11)

k50

where gpri(V;lpri,rpri) is the GSD of the PMMs and c0 5 0 (i.e., there is no secondary mineral formation in the
unheated specimen).
An alternative scenario is that the newly formed particles continue to grow in size or increase in absolute
concentration at higher temperatures. In this case, the SMMs formed at different steps are not always independent. For simplicity, however, we maintain the assumption that at each step the GSD of the SMMs follows a log-normal distribution, that is, the secondary GSD at the ith step of the experiment, given by
cigi(V;li,ri), is a single component instead of sum of previous GSDs and will then evolve to
ci11gi11(V;li11,ri11) at step i 1 1. Therefore the effective GSD at Ti in the dynamic-growth model is:


g ðV; Ti Þ5gpri V; lpri ; rpri 1ci  gi ðV; li ; ri Þ;

i50; 1; 2; :::

(12)

It should be noted that these two scenarios are related to each other. For instance, equations (11) and (12)
become equivalent if l and r are ﬁxed at all temperatures with varying c. In this sense, the static accumulation model can be viewed as a special case of the dynamic-growth model. In both cases, g* is used to calculate pTRM, but only gpri is used to determine the NRM.
2.4. The Experiment and Analysis
In our model, we simulate Coe protocol experiments with 16 temperature steps between T0 and Tc (5
580 C). The steps are widely spaced (100, 200, and 300 C) below 350 C, the step interval decreases to 25 C
for 350 C Tex 475 C and 15 C for Tex > 475 C. pTRM checks are carried out at every step. For Arai plot
line-ﬁtting, unless otherwise stated, all points on the Arai plot are used to obtain the paleointensity
estimate.
Concerning the shape of the Arai plots, the Arai plot curvature can serve as a quantiﬁcation of nonlinearity
[Paterson, 2011]. The curvature (~
k), obtained by a best ﬁt circle to pairs of NRM-TRM data, is positive when
the curve is concave-up and negative when concave-down. The quality of the ﬁt can be assessed by the
sum of squares of the errors (SSE). These parameters are used for assessment of the shape of Arai plots in
the next section.
In addition to standard pTRM check statistics, the normalized room temperature Mrs of the bulk specimen
after each heating [Qin et al., 2011] is incorporated for monitoring alteration. Under the assumptions that
magnetite is the only magnetic mineral and that the PMMs are stable during the entire experiment, this
parameter is deﬁned as:

Mrs

norm ðT0 ; Ti ; VÞ5

Mrs ðT0 ÞVSD ðTi Þ VSD ðTi Þ
VSD SMM ðTi Þ
5
511
;
Mrs ðT0 ÞVSD ðT0 Þ VSD ðT0 Þ
VSD PMM

(13)

where VSD(Ti) is the total volume of SD magnetite (determined at T0) after heating to Ti, therefore VSD(T0) is
the volume of PMMs (VSD_PMM) and VSD_SMM denote the volumes of SD components of SMMs at T0. This
parameter is a function of the relative concentration of all SD SMMs after heating to Ti regardless of their
Tb’s and is therefore more sensitive to alteration than the pTRM check, which is only affected by magnetic
minerals with Tb Ti.

3. Simulation Results
The effects of Tf, the Tb distribution and concentration of the SMMs on the shape of the Arai plot are demonstrated in this section. We set Banc 5 Blab 5 100 mT and the ﬁelds are oriented parallel to each other. We
note that for all of our simulations, 100 mT is within the ﬁeld range for approximately linear TRM acquisition.
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For all simulations, we assume that Bk 5 60 mT for both the PMMs and the SMMs, and that the GSD of the
PMMs has a median grain size (Dmedian) of 45 nm with rpri 5 0.4; the corresponding Tb ranges from 300 to
520 C (Figure 3a, black). The GSDs of SMMs vary from case to case. The relationship between Tb and the
particle diameter (D 5 (6V/p)1/3) of SD magnetite is shown in Figure 1. The Tb spectrum is no longer lognormal due to the nonlinear transform.
3.1. The Static-Accumulation Model
The static-accumulation model consists of independent alteration steps that happen at each initial heating
(i.e., only the ﬁrst heating to a given temperature). To simply illustrate the effects of this style of alteration,
examples of the elementary static case where neoformation takes place only once are presented.
In the ﬁrst two cases, the SMMs with a narrow Tb distribution (Figure 3a, blue) are simulated. Dmedian of the
SMMs is 45 nm (equivalent to Tb_median 5 424 C) and r is 0.05. This distribution is so narrow that >99% of
the SMMs unblock within 400 C < T < 450 C. The concentration is set such that the total volume of the
SMMs is 10% of the PMMs by volume. In these examples, we consider two different formation temperatures
(Tf): Tf 5 100 and 475 C (i.e., one below and the other above Tb_median). When the SMMs are formed at
Tf 5 100 C, the Arai plot is unaffected until Tex reaches 425 C (Figure 3c, blue). Above Tb_median, unblocked
SMMs increase the pTRMs gained at the 425 and 450 C steps and the Arai plot slope shallows. Above the
450 C step, however, the slope returns to the expected value of 21 because no additional pTRM is acquired
by the SMMs (cf. Figure 2a, red solid horizontal line). It should be noted that the pTRM checks at all steps
are identical to the original ones (i.e., the alteration is invisible to the pTRM check), while the change in Mrs
at Tex 5 100 C is obvious (Figure 3b, circle). In contrast, when the SMMs are formed at Tf 5 475 C, the Arai
plot (Figure 3d, solid line) is unaffected up to the step before the SMMs form (450 C). Above 475 C, the Arai
plot data match the Tf 5 100 C case (Figure 3d, dashed line) because the volume of unblocked SMMs is
identical. However, the neoformation is visible to the pTRM check at 450 C as well as Mrs. These cases illustrate three main points.
1. It is the SMMs with Tb < Ti that distort the shape of Arai plots when they acquire pTRM.
2. The amount of distortion is modulated by the total volume of the unblocked SMMs.
3. It is the unblocked parts of SMMs that are visible to pTRM checks, in other words, pTRM check will fail to
identify alteration if all SMMs are in a blocked state during checks. Changes in Mrs, however, will be
observed.
For natural specimens, a wide Tb distribution should be expected, thus we replace r in the previous cases
with a larger value of 0.35 to demonstrate the effect of a wide distribution. Dmedian and the total volume of
SMMs are kept unchanged so that the Mrs-T curve is identical for all cases. For Tf 5 100 C, the alteration is
still invisible to pTRM check, but the corresponding Arai plot (Figure 3e, red solid line) is more linear with
~
k 5 20.0152 when compared to ~
k 5 20.0834 for the narrow case (Figure 3e, blue dashed line). For
Tf 5 475 C, the Arai plot for the wide-Tb case has a larger ~
k than the narrow case, but the difference
between the pTRM check and the original pTRM at 450 C is smaller. This is because the proportion of
unblocked SMMs below 450 C decreases as the Tb distribution broadens. These results suggest that a more
progressive unblocking process may result in higher ~
k and smaller pTRM check differences than for the
extremely narrow Tb case.
In the next two examples, neoformation occurs at every Tex from above 300 C and the general behavior of
the static-accumulation model is illustrated (Figure 4). As Tex increases, SMMs are introduced with Tb_median >
Tex and a moderate distribution width (r 5 0.15). By such a setup, the majority of SMMs are formed in a
blocked state and the pTRM check statistics are negligible (e.g., Figure 4c). The Tb_median-Tex relationship for
the SMMs in both cases are identical, however, the concentrations vary with temperature in different patterns.
In case 1 (Figure 4c, c1), more abundant SMMs form at lower Tex’s than case 2 (Figure 4d, c2), therefore the
ﬁnal Tb distribution of c1 has more SMMs with low Tb as shown in Figure 4a (blue for c1 and red for c2). Curves
of Mrs versus Tex and their derivatives are shown in Figure 4b. The large production of SMMs occurs at the
425 C step in c1 and at the 475 C step in c2, the total volumes of the SMMs become equivalent (at 20% of
the PMMs) from above 500 C. Due to the fact there are more SMMs with relatively low Tb, the Arai plot of c1
(Figure 4c) deviates from the expected trend at lower temperatures than for c2 (Figure 4d). Due to the appropriate combinations of concentrations, the Arai plot ends up visually linear. The paleointensity estimate for
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Figure 3. Four basic scenarios of the static-accumulation model. In each scenario, neoformation is allowed only once at one of the two
possible formation temperatures (Tf 5 100 or 475 C). (a) The median diameter of the secondary phase is ﬁxed to 45 nm, but two shapes of
distribution are considered, one is narrow (r 5 0.05) and the other is wide (r 5 0.35). (b) Despite the different shapes, the total volume,
indicated by the maximum of normalized Mrs, of the secondary phase in each case is identical with each other. The curve with open circles
is the variation of Mrs for cases with Tf 5 100 C. The curve with squares is for cases with Tf 5 475 C. They merge above 475 C. Arai plots for
the narrow distribution cases with (c) low Tf and (d) high Tf, and the wide distribution cases ((e) for low Tf, (f) for high Tf). On each Arai plot,
the dashed curves serve as references for comparison (i.e., the dashed curve in (d) is the blue curve in (c), which is the case with narrow
GSD formed at 475 C).
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Figure 4. Effects of varying concentration of the SMMs on Arai plots. These results are from the static-accumulation model and Tf < Tb_meat almost every step. Neoformation occurs above 300 C with varying median diameters (Dmedian), but with the same r 5 0.15. The Tb
distribution of the PMMs and ﬁnal SMMs of both cases are shown in Figure 4a. Dmedian’s for SMMs at each step are identical in c1 and c2
and are set such that the respective Tb_median is higher than the Tf. Therefore, SMMs are produced in a blocked state. The only difference
between the two cases is the concentration at each step, which is demonstrated in Figure 4b by Mrs versus Tex (solid lines) and their derivatives (dashed lines with circles). There are more abundant SD SMMs produced in c1 below 500 C. Since Tf < Tb_median, the pTRM checks fail
to detect the neoformation.

dian

case 1 is 82.38 lT. In case 2, since fewer SMMs unblock below 475 C, the section between T0 and 475 C of c2
yields a closer estimate of 94.32 lT with respect to a true ﬁeld of 100 lT. NRM fraction (f), the quality factor (q)
are also listed in the ﬁgures [see SPD for details; Paterson et al., 2014].
3.2. The Dynamic-Growth Model
In the static-accumulation models, the pTRM checks are never smaller than the original pTRMs. This is due to
the fact the volume of the SMMs with Tb < Tex does not decrease. If, however, the grain size of the SMMs
evolves with temperature (i.e., each individual grain grows), then the Tb distribution at the previous step will
shift toward higher temperatures. In this section, we consider two speciﬁc examples to highlight how the evolution of the SMMs affects the shape of an Arai plot and the pTRMs checks. In both cases, the Tb distribution
(r 5 0.05) of the SMMs between two adjacent steps are set such that the overlap is at a minimum (Figure 5a,
dash-dot curves), which represents a fast grain growth scenario. The total volume of SMMs remains constant
after they form at Tf 5 350 C (Figure 5b), however, the growth rates are different between the two cases.
In the ﬁrst example (d1), Tb_median of the SMMs is always lower than Tex (Figure 5c). On the corresponding
Arai plot (Figure 5d) a clear deviation from the expected slope can be seen immediately after neoformation
happens at Tf. Above Tf, the slope remains constant because the volume of unblocked SMMs does not
change. However, when pTRM checks are carried out to lower temperatures, they are smaller than the original pTRMs since the volume of SMMs with lower Tb has decreased as Tb_median increases.
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Figure 5. Two basic scenarios for the dynamic-growth model. In each case, neoformation ﬁrst occurs at 350 C. In the following steps, the
grain size of the SMMs increases as the temperature increases. (a) The Tb distributions of the SMMs of d2 at 425 and 475 C are shown
together with that of the PMMs. In both cases, though grain size is growing, the total volume of the SD SMMs are kept constant above
350 C, as shown by the variation of Mrs in Figure 5b. The volume of SMMs is 20% of the PMMs. (c) The median Tb of SMMs versus the
experimental temperature (Tex) for d1. The curve lies below the diagonal, which means SMMs are in an unblocked state at each step (i.e.,
Tb_median < Tex). The corresponding Arai plot (d) deviates from the ideal SD line above 300 C where the neoformation starts. The pTRM
checks are smaller than the original pTRMs above 350 C due to the fact that parts of SMMs with lower Tb_median are vanishing as Tex
increases. In contrast, in the case of d2 where the Tb_median > Tex between 425 and 505 C (shown in Figure 5e), the corresponding segment
on the Arai plot (f) coincides with the ideal SD line despite deviations at the low and high temperature ends where the SMMs are in
unblocked state.
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In the second example (d2), Tb_median of SMMs are identical to d1 until the 425 C step, where Tb_median
increases sharply so that the SMMs shift from the unblocked state to the blocked state (Figure 5e). The
abrupt change in growth rate results in a hump on the Arai plot (Figure 5f), afterward the Arai slope returns
to the expected trend until Tex reaches the Tub of the SMMs at 520 C when additional TRM is gained and
the slope deviates from the expected slope again.
Changing the concentration of the SMMs at each step modiﬁes the shape of the corresponding segments
on the Arai plot. This is the same effect as for the static-accumulation model.

4. Linear Algebra Notation and Assessment of pTRM Checks
The preceding cases demonstrate that by controlling the concentration of SMMs, it is possible to produce a
broad range of shapes on the Arai plot. The nonlinear types of behavior can readily be identiﬁed by visual
inspection. Of more concern, however, are the cases that yield linear Arai plots. When combined with acceptable pTRM check statistics, such behavior is often viewed as necessary indicators of a reliable paleointensity
estimate. It is therefore important to assess if this empirical conclusion is justiﬁed when neoformation occurs.
We note that our paleointensity models can be expressed as the solution to a general linear algebraic problem when the GSDs of SMMs at each temperature step are considered as known variables. Full details of
the formulation of model in this form are given in the supporting information. By taking this approach, it
can be demonstrated that linear Arai plots are possible even in the presence of the formation of new magnetic minerals, provided that the minimum Tb of the newly formed SMMs at each step is lower than its Tf.
We term such a linear Arai plot behavior as a pseudoideal Arai plot because, although linear, the slope differs from the expected ideal value. Being able to consistently produce pseudoideal data, we can then quantitatively investigate how pTRM checks and the deviations of the paleointensity estimations are related in
the context of neoformation.
4.1. Linear Algebra Notation of the Previous Models
The slope of the segment between two adjacent points on the Arai plot is pNRM(Ti,Ti11)/
pTRM(Ti,Ti11), where pTRM(Ti,Ti11) is the pTRM gained between Ti and Ti11 (i.e., the difference
between pTRM(T0,Ti) and pTRM(T0,Ti11)). For the static-accumulation model, the difference between
the pseudoideal and the ideal slope, which is 21 for Banc 5 Blab, of the segment within [Ti,Ti11]
results from all SMMs that are produced up to Ti11 with Tb between Ti and Ti11. That is,
Xi


c p 1cj pj0j
pTRM Ti ; Tj
k51 k kij

 511
;
nij
pNRM Ti ; Tj

(14)

where j 5 i 1 1, nij 5 pNRM(Ti,Tj), ck is the concentration of SMMs formed at Tk and ckpkij represents the contribution to pTRM(Ti,Tj) from the SMMs formed at step k. With the assumption that Tb is only a function of
Ð VB ðTj Þ
volume, pkij 5 VB ðTi Þ gk ðV ÞMtr ðT0 ; V ÞVdV is used for demonstration, but not for derivation listed in the supporting information, therefore our expressions and the later discussion has a general sense.
We deﬁne
Xi
aij 5

c p 1cj pj0j
k51 k kij
nij

(15)

as the deviation factor, which is the deviation of resultant 1/slope from the expected value of the segment
within [Ti,Tj]. Physically, aij is the proportion of secondary pTRM(Ti,Tj) to primary pNRM(Ti,Tj). For a pseudoideal Arai plot, aij 5 a for all temperature intervals, which means the increase of secondary pTRM at any step
is a times of the primary pNRM over the same temperature interval. For an experiment with N heating steps,
equation (15) can be written in a linear algebraic form:
Pc5n;
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p1ðN21ÞN p2ðN21ÞN    pkðN21ÞN    pN0N
pTRM spectrum of SMMs formed at the corresponding step, c 5 (c1, . . .,ck, . . .,cN)T and n 5 a(n01, . . .,
n(k21)k, . . .,n(N21)N)T.
Given the value of a, c is unique if P is invertible. Since P is a lower triangular matrix, it is invertible if the
diagonal elements are nonzero, which can be satisﬁed as long as the SMMs are partly unblocked when
formed (i.e., min(Tb) < Tf) so that pk0k > 0. Given that our models assume neoformation of magnetic minerals, and not destruction, ck > 0. Under these conditions, the unique solution for c that yields a linear Arai
plot can be expressed as:
c5aP21 n  an :

(17)

The general form of equation (16), which is valid for both linear and nonlinear Arai plots, is:
Pc5Na;

(18)

where N 5 diag(n01, . . .,n(k21)k, . . .,n(N21)N) and a 5 (a1, . . .,ak, . . .,aN)T. Rearrangement of (18) yields:
a5N21 Pc:

(19)

Equation (19) encompasses the three parameters that can inﬂuence the slope of the Arai plot in the staticaccumulation model: N21 is related to the GSD of the PMM (hence the Tb distribution of the PMM), and P
and c are related to the GSD and the concentration of the SMM, respectively.
Equations (16–19) remain valid for the dynamic model with:
2
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The dynamic-growth model, however, dictates that the total volume of newly formed magnetic phase must
not decrease. Therefore, a solution for c will be accepted only if it satisﬁes this constraint.
Two cases of pseudoideal Arai plots are illustrated in Figure 6. The elements in P and Pdyn are calculated for
these special cases. Dmedian’s and r’s for secondary GSDs are the same for both cases, c’s are obtained by
solving equation (15) to ﬁnd solutions that satisfy the assumptions. Both cases result in identical paleointensity estimates and the variation of Mrs are almost the same below 450 C (Figure 6c). The pTRM check behavior, which will be discussed in the next section, is different.
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Figure 6. Pseudoideal Arai plots (slope 5 21/1.2) from (a) the static-accumulation model and (b) the dynamic-growth model. The slopes
are the same, deviating from the expected value of 21. For the static-accumulation model, pTRM checks are systematically larger than the
original pTRMs. For the dynamic-growth model, pTRM checks can be smaller than the original pTRMs. Circles are the original pTRMs and
triangles are the pTRM checks. Their corresponding Mrs-Tex curves and the ﬁrst derivatives are shown in Figure 6c.

4.2. pTRM Check Criteria and Their Dependence on Magnetic Granulometry
pTRM checks are a routine procedure in Thellier-type paleointensity experiments and aim to diagnose any
alteration that affects the behavior of pTRM acquisition in a specimen. Thus, far we have described pTRM
checks in a qualitative fashion, but numerous methods exist for the quantiﬁcation of pTRM checks. There is
still debate as to which method is the most appropriate for quantifying pTRM checks and which critical values should be used to select data and numerous studies have suggested new statistics or new selection
thresholds [e.g., Selkin and Tauxe, 2000; Kissel and Laj, 2004; Paterson et al., 2012]. For the sake of brevity and
illustrative purposes, we will investigate two pTRM statistics using our two models of pseudoideal data. First,
we consider dCK, which is the maximum absolute pTRM check difference normalized by the intercept of the
best ﬁt line on the x axis of the Arai plot (XInt.):

dCK5

max jdpTRMi;j j
3100:
XInt:

(20)

Second, we consider the cumulative pTRM check statistic, DRATS, which is given by:
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3100;

(21)

where ‘‘start’’ and ‘‘end’’ denote the ﬁrst and last temperature step used for the best ﬁt analysis, respectively,
and pTRM(T0, Tend) represents the pTRM gained at this last step. Typically, DRATS is taken to be the sum of
the absolute values of pTRM check differences, however, we use the sum of signed values (i.e., 6dpTRMi,j)
to investigate the manifestation of alteration in our models. When DRATS < 0, the pTRM checks tend to be
less than the original TRMs, and vice versa. When applied to selecting real data, it is common to require that
dCK 5–10% and/or DRATS 10–20%. These threshold values are chosen empirically based on analysis on
extensive data [Kissel and Laj, 2004] or data set speciﬁc analyses [Ben-Yosef et al., 2008; Shaar and Tauxe,
2013]. Although recent work is reﬁning how this choice is made [e.g., Paterson et al., 2012, 2014], the speciﬁc
relation between the pTRM check statistics and the accuracy of a paleointensity estimate in the presence of
alteration remains unclear.
For our pseudoideal Arai plots, since we can use the entire Arai plot segment for analysis, pTRM(T0,Tend) is
XInt. by deﬁnition and thus DRATS can be viewed as the cumulative equivalent of dCK. In the terminology of
our model the normalizer of these two statistics can be expressed as (1 1 a)p, which assumes that the
PMMs have a total TRM of p when Blab 5 Banc and the SMMs have increased the TRM a times. In the staticaccumulation model,

pTRMðT0 ; Ti Þ5p00i 1

i
X

ck pk0i ;

(22)

k51

and

pTRM’j ðT0 ; Ti Þ5p00i 1

j
X

ck pk0i

ðj5i11 Þ;

(23)

k51

where p00i is the TRM acquired by the PMMs. By substituting equations (22), (23) and ci 5ani (equation (17))
into (9), we have
dpTRMi;j 5cj pj0i 5anj pj0i :

dCK can be expressed as:
n
o
n
o

max nj pj0i
1 max nj pj0i

dCK5 
3100  ua
3100;
p
p
11 1a

(24)

and DRATS as:

DRATS5

X
ua end2Di
n pj0i 3100;
p i5start j

(25)

where Di is the step increment between the original pTRM and the check step.
It can be noted that the factor ua is the relative underestimate of the true paleointensity, which is (BT2BE)/
BT with BT and BE being the true and estimated paleointensity.
For the dynamic-growth model,
dCK5

n
o
ua
max jnj pj0i 2ni pi0i j 3100;
p

(26)

and
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Figure 7. dCK and DRATS as functions of the paleointensity underestimate with respect to the expected intensity. For both the staticaccumulation model and the dynamic-growth model, parameters for coercivity and GSDs of PMMs and SMMs are the same. dCK 5% and
DRATS 10% are typical thresholds used to screen to data.

ua
DRATS5
p

nend pend0end 2

end2Di
X

!
ni piði2DiÞi 2nstart pstart0start

3100:

(27)

i5start1Di

For the simulation shown in Figure 6, start 5 1, end 5 16, and Di 5 1.
From equations (24) to (27) it is clear that dCK and DRATS are positively correlated to ua. That is to say, both
the static-accumulation and the dynamic-growth models predict that the two statistics are functions of the
degree of misestimation from these pseudoideal Arai plots. The equations, however, also indicate that the
statistics are inﬂuenced by the distribution of both the PMM and the SMM, as given by the term nk pk0i .
Therefore, results with the same dCK or DRATS may have different degrees of deviation from the true value.
It is also possible for two specimens to experience different alteration processes, that yield the same ua (i.e.,
the same deviation of the paleointensity estimate from the expected value), but have largely different dCK
and DRATS values. This is illustrated in Figure 7. The GSDs of PMMs and SMMs are the same as the cases
shown in Figure 6 where solutions to equation (16) exist for a wide range of ua. The dCK and DRATS of corresponding pseudoideal Arai plots are numerically calculated with increasing ua. If an absolute value of dCK
5% were used to screen data (Figure 7a), the static-accumulation cases would pass the check with signiﬁcant underestimates and the dynamic-growth cases would pass the check with underestimates of up to
30%. If DRATS 10% were used (Figure 7b), underestimates for the static-accumulation cases would be
reduced to 17%. For the dynamic-growth cases, DRATS is not as sensitive as dCK and all DRATS are <10%,
despite underestimates of up to 37%.

5. Discussion
5.1. Arai Plot Behavior Due to Alteration
Equation (19) predicts that ideal specimens that experience the growth of new magnetic phases can yield a
range of Arai plot behavior, which depends on the magnetic granulometry and concentration of both
PMMs and SMMs.
Pseudoideal Arai plots that result from alteration have been documented in the literature. Kono [1987]
found that TRM can be linearly proportional to NRM even though secondary magnetic phases formed
through oxidation during laboratory heating. Similarly, studies Prevot et al. [1983, 1985] observed that Arai
plots with large linear sections can result from thermally altered specimens, which lead to underestimate.
More recently, Cottrell and Tarduno [2000] obtained paleointensity estimates from linear sections on Arai
plots of whole rock samples, which are lower than the results from single plagioclase crystals. They argued
that this lower estimate was the result of neoformation in whole rocks.
Concave-up Arai plots are most commonly associated with multidomain (MD) behavior [e.g., Levi, 1977] or
multiple components of magnetization [e.g., Yu and Dunlop, 2002]. Although they have also been
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suggested to result from alteration, this work provides the ﬁrst unambiguous evidence that this is a viable
mechanism.
Concave-down Arai plots are much less common, but have been reported for multiple components of magnetization [e.g., Yu and Dunlop, 2002] and MD effects [Shaar et al., 2011], but have also been suggested to
result from alteration [e.g., Paterson, 2011]. The lack of wide spread reporting in the literature may be due to
the potential disguising of such behavior. Consider a case where the PMMs and SMMs are MD and SD particles, respectively. If the static-accumulating SMMs result in concave-down shape with dpTRMi,j > 0, it probably will be disguised by the primary MD components which is concave-up with dpTRMi,j < 0. Therefore, the
resultant plot is less curved and may pass remanence checks and may resemble an ideal SD behavior without further veriﬁcation.
Tauxe and Love [2003] postulated the appearance of two shifted, but parallel linear sections on Arai plot,
which may arise from alteration with a discrete Tb that is higher than its Tf. We predict this behavior in our
models, and if the SMMs have Tb < Tf, the shift could also be abrupt even with a ﬁnite distribution (Figure
3). The narrow Tb distribution of the SMMs spans an interval of 50 C (Figure 3a, blue) and the shift takes
place within a interval of 25 C when Tb < Tf (Figure 3d, 450–475 C), whereas the shift takes place within a
interval of 50 C if Tb > Tf (Figure 3c, 400–450 C). The other shape is characterized by a ‘‘Z’’ pattern where
the pTRM at a higher temperature is smaller than the preceding pTRM as is seen at around 425 C in Figure
5d. Herrero-Bervera and Valet [2009] reported a similar pattern that was often observed below 300 C in their
study (see their Figures 7a–7c). Though they perform the ﬁrst heating-cooling in ﬁeld, the Arai plot is likely
similar to that obtained by the Coe experiment if TCRM was absence. Therefore, the behavior that they see
in their results might be a consequence of the fast growth of SMMs, which probably have a high Tb component, and may be due to oxidation of low Tb components [Kono, 1987].
5.2. Mechanism of pTRM Checks for SD Particles
A pTRM check at Ti is only sensitive to a fraction of the new magnetic particles that form between the original step (Ti) and the check step after heating to Tj (Ti < Tf < Tj). Components of neoformation with Tb > Ti are
invisible. In other words, pTRM checks are only able to capture neoformation with (1) Ti < Tf < Tj and (2)
Tb < Ti. As an extreme example of the static-accumulation model (Figures 3c and 3e), if new minerals
formed in zero-ﬁeld between two steps are all in a blocked state at Ti (i.e., Tb > Tf >Ti), the pTRM check is
totally ineffective. Moreover, these components cannot be detected by subsequent pTRM checks at elevated temperature windows ([Ti1,Tj1]) either, since Tf < Ti1. Nevertheless, the corresponding Arai plot slope
can be distorted signiﬁcantly. For the dynamic-growth model on the other hand, Tf is not constant since the
SMMs can evolve with temperature. Therefore, the SMMs initially formed at Ti are likely to inﬂuence several
pTRM check steps depending on their growth rate (i.e., the increase of Tb).
Valet et al. [1996] proposed a method to correct pTRMs based on pTRM checks under the assumption that
the pTRM check differences were due to alteration [see also McClelland and Briden, 1996]. The underlying
assumptions of the method are that (1) the SMMs produced at one step (Ti) are fully unblocked at Ti21 (i.e.,
Tb_sec < Ti21 < Tf 5 Ti) and that (2) existing SMMs remain the same in subsequent steps since pTRM(T0,Ti)
was explicitly assumed not to change. The second assumption in fact coincides with the staticaccumulation model. When the assumptions are satisﬁed, the pTRM check difference at Ti21 (denoted as
dpTRMi21,i) will measure all the creation of magnetic phase between Ti21 and Ti and the dpTRMi21,i values
are additive (i.e., they are carried by SD particles under assumption 2). Therefore, the measured pTRM(T0,Ti)
is the sum of the ideal pTRM(T0,Ti) and the cumulative sum of all dpTRMi21,i up to the Ti step. The ‘‘true’’
pTRM(T0,Ti) can then be recovered by subtraction. Verifying these two assumptions in practice is, however,
extremely difﬁcult; even in our static-accumulation model, there is no strict requirement that
Tb_sec < Ti21 < Tf. Therefore, the application of this type of correction is considered problematic [Tauxe and
Yamzaki, 2007]. We demonstrate two examples of applying the correction of Valet et al. [1996] to the staticaccumulation model (Figure 8). pTRM(Ti,Tj) of the SMMs is set to be 20% of the primary pNRM over the
same temperature interval (a 5 0.2) for both cases. In Figure 8a, the SMMs are formed in unblocked states.
Since the SMMs affect pTRM effectively, DRATS exceeds common selection thresholds despite the linear
shape of Arai plot and the acceptable value of dCK. After correction, however, the estimate is within 0.22 lT
of the expected value. For the example in Figure 8b, the SMMs are formed in a partially unblocked state.
The resulting Arai plot is also linear with acceptable dCK and DRATS. The uncorrected data yield an
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Figure 8. Examples of the pTRM correction of Valet et al. [1996] applied to the static-accumulation model. Data after correction (dashed
line with solid dots) are compared with raw data. (a) SMMs are formed in an unblocked state, which satisﬁes the ﬁrst assumption of this
correction method. DRATS would fail to pass typical selection thresholds, therefore the Fﬁt is rejected. However, the corrected estimate is
almost equal to the true ﬁeld. (b) SMMs are formed in a partially unblocked state, which violates the assumptions of the correction. The
corrected estimate is still 10% lower than the true ﬁeld.

underestimate that is 16% lower than the expected value. The correction reduces this underestimate to
10% (an estimate of 90.25 lT). This result is acceptable given that a paleointensity estimate has been suggested to have a precision no better than 20% [Valet, 2003]. However, it should be noted from the two
cases, that a better estimate could be derived from seemingly bad data, as suggested by remanence
checks.
5.3. Other Alteration Mechanisms
CRM and TCRM are important secondary remanences that jeopardize the ﬁdelity of paleointensity determinations. These mechanisms also present the possibility of obtaining a high-quality linear Arai plot if the
NRM of a specimen is of TCRM origin rather than TRM [e.g., McClelland, 1996; Fabian, 2009]. They may also
occur in the laboratory during in-ﬁeld thermal treatments. If SMMs continue growing in-ﬁeld during cooling
whereby their Tb’s exceed the corresponding Tex, the acquired TCRM would be superimposed on the NRM
remaining. In this case, if the laboratory ﬁeld direction is not parallel to the NRM direction, although pseudoideal Arai plots may still be possible, NRM vectors on the Zijderveld plot [Zijderveld, 1967] will progressively deviate toward the laboratory ﬁeld direction. Directional statistics such as the maximum angular
deviation [Kirschvink, 1980] and the deviation angle [Tauxe and Staudigel, 2004] might then be useful to
identify the alteration if it is signiﬁcant. Therefore, assuming that neoformation is prone to take place in the
ﬁrst heating-cooling at each Tex, other Thellier-type experiments [i.e., the original Thellier-Thellier, the
Aitken, and IZZI protocols] may be more likely to reveal alteration than the Coe protocol. In addition, in the
presence of CRM and/or TCRM acquisition pTRM tail checks [McClelland and Briden, 1996; Riisager and Riisager, 2001] may prove to be a useful tool to detect alteration.
This study illustrates that the neoformation of magnetic minerals could be responsible for paleointensity
underestimates. Paleointensity overestimates, on the other hand, are commonly reported in studies that
use Thellier-type experiments. Although reasons such as the inﬂuence of cooling rate [e.g., Fox and Aitken,
1980] or the effects of CRM and TCRM [e.g., McClelland, 1996; Yamamoto et al., 2003; Fabian, 2009] can
explain some overestimates, alteration effects such as oxidation during laboratory heating procedures may
also be responsible. Progressive oxidation of the PMMs (e.g., magnetite) to less magnetic minerals (e.g.,
maghemite and hematite) may not be directly detected by pTRM checks and would depend on the oxidation rate with respect to the unblocking of NRM. In such cases, the NRM loss during demagnetization is due
to two factors: the inherent thermal demagnetization of NRM and the decrease of the intrinsic Ms.
Decreases in Ms will also lower the subsequent pTRMs. The overall effects could be that the ratio of jNRM/
TRMj increases and results in an overestimate of the paleointensity, possibly with acceptable pTRM check
statistics.
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We have demonstrated that the passing of pTRM check based data selection may not be sufﬁcient to successfully screen paleointensity data. When only neoformation or oxidation happens, Mrs may be more sensitive to the alteration. However, when several types of alteration happen simultaneously, changes in Mrs may
cancel each other out and other monitoring methods are necessary. The anhysteretic remanent magnetization (ARM) and FORC diagrams [Pike et al., 1999] provide detailed information on coercivity distributions
and therefore could be capable of revealing insightful information on laboratory alteration [e.g., Carvallo
et al., 2006; de Groot et al., 2012]. It should be noted that these high ﬁeld measurements have to be performed on sister specimens, which may signiﬁcantly different from each other and may not be representative of the paleointensity specimen [Tauxe and Staudigel, 2004]. Although low-ﬁeld susceptibility
measurements can be performed on the same specimen before and after paleointensity experiments, a
number of studies indicate that monitoring changes in room temperature magnetic susceptibility may not
be suitable for unambiguously identifying magnetic alteration [e.g., Biggin and Thomas, 2003; Pressling et al.,
2006; Paterson et al., 2010] because susceptibility is affected also by materials other than remanence
carriers.

6. Conclusions
The Coe paleointensity protocol, although commonly used in paleointensity determinations, is subject to
mineralogical alteration due to the intensive heating procedure required. Investigation of the effects of the
formation of secondary magnetic minerals (in the absence of CRM/TCRM acquisition) has been simulated
for a Coe paleointensity protocol conducted on specimens containing SD magnetite. Our numerical simulations suggest that neoformation can produce a variety of Arai plot behavior (e.g., linear, concave-up, and
concave-down), which is controlled by the concentration and the distribution of blocking temperatures (Tb)
of both the primary and secondary phases. In particular, when secondary magnetic phases occur with relatively wide Tb distributions combined with appropriate concentrations, pseudoideal Arai plots are possible,
which conﬁrms previous experimental suggestions [e.g., Prevot et al., 1983, 1985]. Such Arai plots can
unfortunately lead to large underestimates of the true paleointensity.
Concerning neoformation, secondary magnetic minerals that form at low temperatures, but have high Tb,
cannot be detected by pTRM checks. In general, pTRM checks depend on the magnetic properties of both
primary and secondary magnetic phases in a complex fashion and the sliding pTRM check will effectively
identify the alteration only if the majority of the Tb spectra of the secondary phases are lower than their formation temperature. As a consequence certain alteration mechanisms may not be detected by commonly
used pTRM check statistics (e.g., dCK or DRATS) and pTRM checks, while necessary, may not be sufﬁcient to
monitor alteration during Coe protocol experiments. Other magnetic measurements are highly recommended to complement the paleointensity data in order to exclude any under/overestimate that is not
detectable by routine pTRM checks.

Appendix A: Summary of the Acronyms and Notations of Major Terms
Used in This Paper
B0
Bk
c
Dmedian
g(V;l,r) or g(V)
gpri(V)
g*(V,Ti)
Mtr(T0,V)
nij
p
pkij
PMM
pNRM(Ti,Tj)
pTRM(Ti,Tj)
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the external magnetic ﬁeld in Tesla.
the microscopic coercivity of magnetic minerals.
concentration (number of particles relative to number of primary particles).
median diameter of magnetic particles.
grain size distribution (GSD).
GSD of the PMM.
The effective GSD of all magnetic particles up to the ith step.
magnetization of TRM of magnetite with volume V cooling from Tb to T0.
partial NRM of the PMMs acquired between Ti and Tj.
total TRM of the PMM.
pTRM(Ti,Tj) of SMMs formed at T 5 Tk with c 5 1.
primary magnetic mineral.
partial NRM acquired between Ti and Tj.
partial TRM acquired between Ti and Tj.
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Tb
Tf
Ti
Tub
aij
l
r
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secondary magnetic mineral.
room temperature.
blocking temperature.
formation temperature of SMMs.
experimental temperature for step i.
unblocking temperature.
deviation of 1/slope from the expected value between Ti and Tj.
the location parameter of the log-normal distribution.
the shape parameter of the log-normal distribution.
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